A CDC6 protein-binding peptide selected using a bacterial two-hybrid-like system is a cell cycle inhibitor.
Peptides or small molecules able to modulate protein-protein interactions hold promise as tools with which to probe and manipulate biological pathways. An important issue in this nascent field is to evaluate different methods with which to search libraries for molecules that modulate the function of specific target proteins. One strategy is to screen libraries for molecules that bind specifically to a protein known to be critical in the pathway of interest, with the expectation that the molecules isolated will recognize regions of the target protein important for its function and thereby exhibit biological activity. Here, a peptide library was screened using a two-hybrid-like system for molecules able to bind human CDC6 protein (CDC6p), required for the initiation of DNA replication in eukaryotic cells. From a collection of over a million peptides, a single species that exhibited good affinity and specificity for binding CDC6p was obtained. When expressed in human cells, the peptide inhibited cell cycle progression and exhibited other properties expected of a CDC6p inhibitor. This approach, which does not require detailed knowledge of the mechanism of action of a protein target, may be generally useful for isolating peptides capable of manipulating biological pathways.